CAPTURE Solutions™

CAPTURE Solutions™ provides unique and throughout B2B ICT applications to
companies & organisations in need to re-organize and streamline their working
processes. Our speciality is to come up with tailor made solutions in specific defined
processes. In order to accomplish this we also select or create very unique hardware
devices that are specific for the tasks requested.
CAPTURE Solutions™ is based in Belgium, Kenya and Tanzania and also has company
representatives in Oman and UK.
Our business model allows us to stay at the forefront of market trends. This ensures
long term business success as we never get trapped trying to deliver dated or
undesirable solutions. Everyone’s objective in evaluating the purchase of any
product/solution in the market should be to consider the Return on Investment (ROI),
and to look for an opportunity that will truly become an asset for them and perhaps
their families, this is CAPTURE Solutions™’ philosophy.
Today, CAPTURE Solutions™ is among the leading ICT Business solution providers.
The company has been able to keep pace with the global Information &
Communication Technology scenario by having strategic business associations. This,
coupled with the goodwill of our directorship and strong management team, keeps us
in the lead for others to follow. The drive is there with the vision of our CEO Mr.
Lorenzo
Lorenzo Boncompagni, who has numerous ICT experiences around the world for the
last 19 years.
CAPTURE Solutions™ has so far developed solutions in various fields such as:
• Agriculture with specific solutions in Tea, Milk, Macadamia, Coffee, Tobacco,
Sunflower, Pulses, Mays and Livestock. Those are represented by the following
Solutions: WeightCAPTURE™, TradeCAPTURE, Livestock Manager and
LactoCAPTURE.
• Water with specific solutions for Meter Billing, Meter Census, Smart Prepaid
Meters, Valve Remote Control and Time and Attendance. Those are
represented by the following Solutions: AquaCAPTURE, MeterCAPTURE and
T&A
• Construction with specific solutions for Public Constructions Agencies and
Construction Companies to control and manage their workforce and
construction sites. Those are represented by the following Solution:
BuildCAPTURE.
• Industry with specific IoT solutions such as Vibration Sensor Remote Control
represented by VIBO Solutions.
• Finance with specific solutions for mobile applications for payment gateways,
ecommerce and sales. Those are represented by the following Solution:
doendo, InsureCAPTURE, DumaPay of Direct Pay and SalesCAPTURE.
We have a technical team of more than 15 ICT engineers. We have our admin,
finance, support and sales department who works to make sure all is working
perfectly for our customers and partners.
We believe in innovation and ways to ameliorate working processes.
For more info go to www.capturesolutions.biz
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BuildCAPTURE
BuildCAPTURE™ is an Android and Web-based application used to manage construction sites.
The application is used by Construction Authorities and Construction Companies to track the
progress and flow of the construction sites in their countries. It adapts to the regulatory
provisions applicable in the country. The application tracks site registration, progress report,
workers tracking and materials used on site. BuildCAPTURE can also integrate with SMS and
payment gateways if required.
AquaCAPTURE
AquaCAPTURE is a very complete system to Manager and Operate the Smart Meters Laison.
It has the following features:
-

-

For the consumer it allows the purchase of Tokens for Smart Meters Laison and push
the token directly to the Meter. Pay via Credit/Debit Card, Direct Bank Payment and
Mobile Payment. The system allows to purchase via Mobile Payment (in Africa) and
get TOKENS via SMS that can then be injected in to Smart Meters via Digital Pad.
For the Operator it manages the installation and reading process of the Smart Meters
Laison (it also stores the GPS location)
For the Resellers it allows to buy credit and sell tokens and get a commission that is
established by the Water Company

The app is available for trial on Google Play at:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=capture.aqua.aquacapturenew

MeterCAPTURE
MeterCAPTURE is the ultimate app to manage and read Traditional Water Meters and
Electronic Valves provided by CAPTURE Solutions™.
With MeterCAPTURE water companies can do a full Census and Reading of values of their
Water Meters. The app has full GPS capabilities and is able to take coordinates of Meters up
to 3 Meters precision thanks to the integration with devices such as Garmin GLO.
Together with MeterCAPTURE we also provide the Secure Tag Seal which securely seals the
Traditional Meters allowing the reading to be efficient and avert errors in entering wrong
meter numbers.
The app is available for trial on Google Play at:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=readings.aquacapture.aqua.capture.aquacaptur
ereadings
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WeightCAPTURE™:

The WeightCAPTURE™ application is used to manage purchases of goods that can be
weight. Through an Android smartphone and a scale, WeightCAPTURE™ manages the
collection and proper documentation of all the activities involved in purchasing
goods. This application is used commonly in the agricultural sector in collection of
Tea, Tobacco, Milk, Macadamia, Coffee or any other product that can be weight. It is
also used in the industry and logistics to weight finished or unfinished products and
plastics.
The goal is to facilitate the user's duty of collecting the weight data with a Bluetooth
enabled scale and sending it real-time to the server and exchanging information with
the warehouse so that the product collected can be processed. The application has
also a Backend where all the info is then collected and payments to Farmers/Suppliers
can be made.
We provide the software WeightCAPTURE and hardware if necessary. The hardware is
composed of:
-

Digital Bluetooth Scale (platform or hanging scale)
Smartphone Android (Rugged IP68)
Bluetooth Portable Printer
NFC Cards (optional)

LactoCAPTURE
LactoCAPTURE is an app to control the quality of milk collected and allows to:
-

CAPTURE the quality of Raw Milk
Send the data to your HQ or Milk Company
Connect with different models of Lactoscan via Bluetooth Dongle
Allows to print receipts of quality
It can integrate with Livestock Manager and WeightCAPTURE
Link Milk with Farmers in order to track them and reward the best
Can bloc acceptance based on the values inserted
Records Historical data to compare
Speed your Process of Milk Collection

Livestock Manager
Livestock Manager team works closely with farmers to develop an app that assists in the
livestock management process. Combined with the BioControl HHR 3000 scanner, Livestock
Manager has full EID as well as visual ID capabilities.
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The app includes features such as:

ANIMAL REGISTRATION
- Assign visual and/or EID numbers
- Specify the type of animal
- Breed
- Date of Birth
- Gender
- Weights
- Record and view pedigree of an animal up to the grand dam/sire
- Assign to group (Bull, Calf, Heifer, Weaner etc)
- Place into user created camps or herds

MEDICATE
- Record Diseases
- Record vaccinations of entire groups, herds or camps as well as individual animals *
- Treat and record conditions/ailments of individual animals
* With an automatic reminder-function for next vaccination

MANAGE
- Record AI's
- Perform and record dipping of livestock
- Record flushings
- Record livestock sales
- Move animals between, groups, camps and herds

WEIGH
- Record and view important weights of animals such as birth weight, 12 month, 18 month,
24 month and wean weight
- View dam wean percentages
- View weight gain or loss percentages of an animal

COUNT
- Count animals with the BioControl HHR3000 Reader and EID Tags
- View a list of scanned animal EID numbers in real time as well as total head count
- Export to .csv by sending directly from mobile to specified E-Mail address

SUMMARY
- View herd summaries
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- Record and view rainfall in a month-to-month calendar with the ability to view average
rainfall throughout a specific year
- View complete reports on individual animals or entire groups
- Export animal data in on MS OneDrive

PRINT
- Animal reports to our Bluetooth enabled, handheld thermal printer
The app is available for trial on Google Play at:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=capsol.rancher.com.rancher
TradeCAPTURE
Similarly to WeightCAPTURE, TradeCAPTURE allows the collection of information via a
Digital Bluetooth Scale and deals with purchases and sales of different items that are weight
allowing also to maintain an always up to date stock.
SalesCAPTURE™

SalesCAPTURE™ facilitates the work of the sales department of companies aiming at
completely upgrading the salesman business transactions.
The solution aims at providing a mobile point of sale (POS) with a centralized receipt
system. An android phone is used as the POS and a Bluetooth printer is used to print
any sales receipts on field.
The application is able to create invoices, manage stocks, returns, receivables and van
management. With a very affordable phone such as Huawei Ideos and our TIII
portable printer, we are able to drive sales forces to a level unthinkable only in a few
months. SalesCAPTURE sends information to a Web Server that can synchronize all
the data.
Key Features and Benefits:
Benefits:















Offers mobility to the Sales team just as in the office.
Can print Invoices, Orders, Reports and Receipts on the Fly.
Easy to learn, handle and Train Staff.
User friendly Interface (touch).
Hardware is battery powered and durable.
Managers know what is happening out there with the sales team in realtime.
Controlled Dispatch of stock.
Reporting has been simplified and can be transmitted via the internet.
Reduced Reconciliation Problems.
Simplified Van management.
Reduces Stationery Costs.
Backend interface to update pricing, discounts, customers, credit and so on.
Possibility to retrieve historical information and print it.
GPS information and Route Planning
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Manager Version available for pads and TV via android dongle

doendo
doendo is a marketplace for traders and service providers. The main establishments targeted
are Restaurants, Hotels and Resorts and Travel Agents. This app is linked with Direct Pay
Gateway.
T&A
T&A is a Time & Attendance application which works with special fingerprint Android devices
for the Time management of workers within an organization. The App has also a backend
where all the data from the app are sent and where reports are generated.
VIBO
VIBO is a typical Internet of Thing System where through our BOX and the CSVIB Sensor we
manage to control the vibrations of machinery and report remotely if there are vibrations and
the level of vibrations. This information is then available through the VIBO App where
managers can monitor their machines.
Links
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/capturesolutions/ http://www.cs4africa.com
Contact Points:
CAPTURE Solutions™ (Europe)
Perkstraat 16
Sterrebeek 1933
Belgium
+32-27341179
info@capturesolutions.biz
CAPTURE Solutions™ Ltd (Africa)
Valley View Office Park
Block B 5th Floor
City Park Drive, Parklands, Nairobi, Kenya
P.O Box 76813-00620
Tel: +254-702637850
info@cs4africa.com
CAPTURE Solutions™ Tanzania Ltd (Tanzania)
55 Ally Sykes Road, Kawe Beach, Kinondoni,
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
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P.O Box 6408
Tel: +255-652 633 433
tz@cs4africa.com

Partners Representing CAPTURE Solutions™:

Cartagena Trading (Oman)
P.O.BOX 469-CPO, PC 111 SEEB
Sultanate of Oman
C.R. NO.1/36523/1
Tel.:+968-24537928/99011917
oman@capturesolutions.biz

Allied Weighing (UK)
Llais Afon llangernyw conwy
Postal Address II228PP UK
Tel. :+44-1745860533
info@alliedweighing.co.uk /uk@capturesolutions.biz
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